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rootball spring game

SPRING STEP

}

OnMond;1y:

Live bl99 from the
provQst search open

Rob Calabrese played welt throwingjustsixincompletions.in Saturday's spring game en route
to being named the Knights'starterheading into summerandfall practices. For afull recap, as
well as five things to take awayfrom the spring game, checkouttoda}1 sports section.

meeting

-SEE SPORTS, A9

by Jeffrey Riley
James Coleman; the vice.
provost at Rice University, will
be available for questions from
students and members ofthe
community. Can't be there for
the forum? Follow our live blog.

UCF
· dosesin
onnew
~
Four potential Hickey
replacements remain
JEFFREY RILEY
Editor-in-Chief

On Wednesday:

The search committee in
charge of finding a new
provost has narrowed the
potential candidates down to
four individuals.
"The committee hopes to
have a recommendation to the
president in early May," said
Grant Heston, the . assistant
vice president of UCF News &
InformatioIL
Terry Hickey, the current
provost, is set to retire June 30.
He was hired in 2003.
The search committee has
narrowed down the field from
93 applicants to the final four,
with backgrounds ranging
from holding the position of
provost at other universities to
former deans and professors.
There will be a series of
open meetings - available for
students to participate - held
for all four of the finalists.
All of the open meetings
will take place at 3:15 p.m. in the
Teaching Academy Room 117.
During Thursday's Student
Government Association Sen-

Softball takes on
Bethune-Cookman
The Knights kick offa five-

game home streak with agame
against the Wildcats.
I)

Baseball hosts
Bethune-Cookman
'In their third r/Jeetup ofthe
season, the Knights face the
Wildcats in hopes ofsweeping
them for the season.

As always follow us on
Twitter@UCFNews and
check back at
UCFNews.com for more
breaking news updates
as well as onlineexclusive stories.

Breaking
news on

your~eli

For live biogs froin
the meetings:

Get UCF news sentto your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
.
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LOCAL &STATE, A2

MAN-ARRESTED IN
CONNECTION TO
WEDDING STABBING
An arrest has been made in a
stabbing at a wedding reception
.north ofTampa.The Pasco County
Sheriff's Office says 35-year-old
David Adler of Lutz is being held
for attempted murder.

·Florida universities
·~ould get tier system
STEVEN BARNHART

STRANDED.TOURISTS
GIVEN FREETICKETTO
-SEAWORLD PARKS

'
·'

Fliers grounded in Florida by an
Icelandic volcano~ eruption are
getting some free entertainment
SeaWortd is offering free
admission to stranded travelers to
. three of its theme parks in Central
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Whatdoyou .

Contributing Writer

The Florida . Senate is
considering passing a bill
that would categorize each
of the public universities
based on its strengths and
weaknesses. The way these
categories will be determined is causing controversy.
The bill, SB 2442, would
instruct the Board.of Governors to use the Carnegie
Classification of Institutions
of Higher Education to set a
mission for each school
based on its strengths.

Thl.s

•

FINALISTS ON A3

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

Two debaters will square off on
Tuesday. Professor Aaron Liberman
and Rich Morrison, with 'Adventist
Health Systems, will debate the.
topic of health care reform at the
University Club ofWinter Park.

•
•

www.UCRlews.com

PLEASE SEE

AHEALTHY DEBATf:
DISCUSSING lHE
REFORM BILL

-~

___,.

means

that

research-heavy
schools
would focus more on
research while smaller

•

thinkoftheidea?
www.UCFNews.com

schools would have ~e
opportunity to focus on
smaller class sizes and the
student base. The bill would
affect the 11 public universities.
It's difficult to predict
what would be the exact
effects of the bill, which was
proposed by SeIL Evelyn
Lynn of Ormond Beach. ·
The original language of
the bill caused controversy
because it used the term
"flagship" to describe the
top-ranked university; whic:Q.
PLEASE SEE

USF ON AB

Benefits not offered to all
State insurance excludes partners
RAYMAJENKINS
Staff Writer

UCF stands for opportunity.
But those opportunities
are limited for full-time
faculty seeking partnership benefits.
Michael Freeman, the
training coordinator for
the Office of Diversity Ini. tiatives, thinks UCF is "losing talented gay and lesbian faculty and staff
because they are not
offered the same benefits
that oui straight faculty
and staff are offered"
Because Florida does
not recognize gay marriage, public universities in
the state, including UCF,

exclude domestic partners
from the state insurance
plan.
Many universities and
colleges around the nation
have found a way to insure
domestic partners and
their families regardless of
their marital status.
The University of Florida is one of them.
In January 2007, an
individual fund, outside of
the set aside state funds,
was created by UF for
domestic partners, according to Wanda Santana, the
benefits manager at UF.
"The University· of
Florida needed to attract
faculty members, and the
best ones, and for that we
need to offer what the best

.
•

DoyouthinkUCF
should offer this?
www.lJCFNews.com

universities in the United
States are offering to their
employees," she . said.
''That includes a domestic
partner plan, and we also
have employees that are in
domestic partner relationships, so we also wanted to
include those employees."
According to Santana,
UF has 65 domestic partner policies out of 14,000
employees.
The total monthly premium for domestic partner benefits is nearly
$7,200, about $110 per partnership.
PLEASE SEE

UFF ON A5

Qffice links students to experts
MARCO FUNK
Contributing Writer

Diplomats, ambassadors, foreign policy experts
and world-renowned journalists are not the kind of
people students get to meet
every day. At UCF, though,
students have the opportunity to meet unique and
accomplished professionals just about every week.
The UCF Global Perspectives Office, one of the
largest international affairs
programs of its kind in.the
U.S., makes it possible.

Located in Howards
Phillips Hall, the Office of
the Special Assistant to the
President for Global Perspectives is responsible for
connecting UCF to the rest
of the world Established in
2001 by UCF President
John Hitt, the office admmisters scholarships, facilitates research through several
topic-specific
initiatives, advises the president on _international
issues, publishes ''Worldviews for the 21st Century;•
a monograph series and
provides a number of

internship and fellowship
opportunities.
It also brings prominent_
guest speakers to UCF
from all over the world.
Past speakers include
Desmond Tutu. the former
archbishop of Cape Town;
Lech Walesa, former president of Poland; and awardwinning journalist Thomas
Friedman.
John Bersia. director of
the Global Perspectives
Office, said the program
draws more national and
PLEASE SEE GLOBAL ON A7

GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Peter Pritchard, an environmental advocate and expert on the Galapagos Islands,
speaks as part of a Global Perspectives event held in the Student Union in January.
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News and notices for

the UCF commwtity

Free concert, strings attached
The
UCF
String
Ensemble will be hosting a
free concert on Monday in
the Rehearsal Hall ·
·
The concert will begin
at 8 p.m. and last until 10
p.m.
Call 407-823-6190 for
more infqrmation.

Debating the health refonn
Professor Aaron Liberman chair of the Department of Health Management and Informatics, will
participate in a debate on
health care reform.
He will be ·debating
against Rich Morrison,
corporate vice president
for government affairs for
·Adventist Health Systems.
The debate will take
place off-campus at the
University Club of Wmter
Park.
Both debaters have
been featured on local
news programs ·on both
sides of the health care
reform issue.
It begins on Tuesday at
7 p.m. and will last until
8:15p.m.
Call 407-260-6050 for
more information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Man arrested in connection
to stabbing at wedding
LAND O' LAKES An arrest has been made
in connection with a stabbing at a wedding reception north of Tampa.
The Pasco County
Sheriffs Office says 35year-old David Adler of
Lutz is being held for
attempted murder in the
incident on Saturday
night at the Fraternal
Order of Police Loage in
Land O'Lakes.
The 28-year-old victim
has not been identified.

Q·

The Student Newspaperat IJCFsina 19611

Rain can't stop the
symphony's sound

April 19, 2010
Vol 42, Issue 26 • 14 Pages

OETRACHIA NEELY
Contributing Writer,

Since the early '80s, UCF has
hosted Symphony Under the
Stars, an event that displays
new andrenowned talent within and outside of the student
body.
Keeping with tradition. the
event was held at UCF on
Thursday night
Preparation for the starry
night, usually held by 'the
Reflecting Pond, is strenuous
and begins months in advance.
"Weather planning is key,"
s.aid UCF professor and director Laszlo Marosi ''When the
weather is nice, we have .large
crowds. When it is windy and
cold, not so mucli"
.
On Thursday night',· the
weather was indecipherable.
The sun shone bright during
the early afternoon. but loomiJ:ig, onnnous ·clouds,~pearing
within hours of the performance, prompted Marosi and the
music department to move the
festive event into tl,i:e Pegasus
Ballroom.
'
Despite the change in venue,
the ballroom was packed, standing-room only, and the night
belonged to Pyotr llyich
Tchaikovsky; .a Russian composer. The orchestra. composed
ofmusic and non-::music majors
as ell as members of the community, p~tformed two of
Tchaikovsky's pieces, th~ first of
whicb:was Piano Concerto No. l
in B Flat Minor, OP. 23.
UCF Professor of.P,iano and
Chair of
Piano Studies Lau~
rent Boukobza arrived late,
prompting a pause in the pro- ,
gram. He was featµi-ed in this
piece on pianoin addi9-on to the_
orchestra. After a prolonged
standing ovation, Boµkobza. in
t{!arS. shared the memory of his"
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Both musjc and non-musicmajors come together to perform in the annual Symphony Under
the Stars. The event was held In'the Pegasus Ballroom this}eatbecause ofweatherconcerns.
first time hearing the 'concerto. crowd was fascinated by the
"I was 10 .and a half when I amount oftalent and dedication
began playing j?.iano, and when the orchestra displayed. "It was
I heard this piece, I cri~ ..""
, really amazing;' freslurian ecoThe next perfo~ce, Sym- noinics i;m1;jQrJessica Fears said.
phony No. 4 in F Minor, OP. 36, ''They were really intense."
proved to be just as impressive
It was not uncommon to see
and extra~t
sµings breaking and snapping
·' Before beginning, Marosi . during the most dramati~ parts
.'t old the au~nce that the piece of the performance. ·
was a roller coaster of pitches,
When asked what he wanted
rp:yt:hms, and volume, as it was a for those that attended Symrefle<:tion of Tchaikovs]ws own phony Under the Stats, Mal'osi
life.
,.
replied, ''I hope for a wonderful .
.The performam:.e. r~ed evening ~ t would ,c ause
from hard-hitting, reverberat- everyone to wantto come back
ing, -arid jolting, to play,:fi4 child- again, because we work hard!'
like, and doting to a se¢on in '
After the symphony's q.is-.
which ·the musiciruas plucked play of ~ent; there was no .
their strings in an almost hyp-: doubt that . Thursday was a
notic fashioIL
night for,,the stars, even U: the
By the end of the night; the, event couldn't be underihem.
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Stranded tourists given free
ticket to SeaWorld parks

~,

/

BUSINESS

ORLANDO - · Fliers
grounded in Florida by an
Icelandic volcano's eruption are getting some free
entertainment.
SeaWorld Parks and
Entertainment is offering
free admission to stranded travelers to three of its
parks: the flagship SeaWorld Orlando, water
park Aquatica and Busch
Gardens Tampa Bay.
European tourists with
a return ticket dated April
14 to April 21 are entitled
to the free one-day ticket.
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LET US KNOW
The Future is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section of
the paper.
·
· If you know of any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Evenj:s.CFF@gmailcom
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LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Sixty percent chance of
SCATTERED
T-STORMS
High:74°
Low:6O°

rain. North northeast wind
around 13 mph. .

Tonight: Storms into the evening.
Northeast wind around 13 mph.

1

.I

0

Tuesday

High:79°

MOSTLY SUNNY

Low:63°

~

Wednesday

'•!;\,
'\,1,.,,

FEW SHOWERS

High:80°
Low:62°

~~ol!dliM
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One free copy of the Central Florida Future
permitted per issue. If available, additional
copies may be purchased from our office with
prior approval fur $1 each. Newspaper theft
isaaime. V"tolators maybesubjecttodvil
and criminal prosecution and/or
University discipline.
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Check out our C lassifieds,
online and in print!
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Finalists vie for chief academic administrator spot
FROM Al

,)

ate meeting, SGA President Brian Peterson said
all students who are available to go to the meetings
should do just that.
The position ofprovost
at UCF, much like other
academic institutions, is
that of chief academic
administrator. It is the
second-most powerful
position at UCF, acting as
President John Hitt's second-in-command.
Here-is a breakdown of
the finalists:

Tony Waldrop
)

Waldrop is the vice
chancellor for research
and economic development at the University of
North
Carolina
at Chapel
Hill. He
also held
the position of
vice
chancel-

nois University.
In his official letter to
UCF,
Alden
said that
although
he is not
on
the
active job
market,
he does
have
"professional and personal interests" in being nominated
for the position.
"I am very impressed
with the university's rapid
growth and development
as well as its great potential for the future," Alden
wrote in his letter.
He has received a Ph.D.
from the University of
. Florida in zoology and
previously was a tenured
professor at Old Domin. ion University, University
·of Nevada Las Vegas, and
Raymond Alden
Northern Illinois UniverAlden is the executive sity, where he taught biolvice president and' sitting ogy.
When Alden was
provost at Northern Illi-

lor for research at the
University of Illinois,
Urbana~Champaign. His
highest/ academic degree
is a Ph.D. in physiology,
which he earned in 1981
from UNC. He has taught
molecular and integrative
physiology.
According to UNC's
website, Waldrop has published more than 100 peerreviewed journal articles
and book chapters.
Waldrop has worked as
the interim dean of the
graduate school and as a
regional deap at the University of Illinois.
"My experiences and
personal goals are very
consistent with the goals
for UCF on the Office of
the President website,"
Waldrop wrote in his official letter to UCF.
Waldrop's open meeting is April 29.

provost at UNLV, according to his official letter,
enrollment for the univer- .
sity increased by almost a
third, more than 40
degree programs were
added, 28 research and
service centers were created and over two dozen
buildings were built.
Alden's open meeting
is April 26.

Richard DeMillo
DeMillo is a professor
of computing· and management at Georgia Tech.
and previously
served as
the dean
of
the
College of
Computing there.
Accordto
ing
DeMillo's official letter,
that college saw growth
for six consecutive years
during his time as dean.
DeMillo worked with
Emory University's med-

demonstrated a very
strong ability to facilitate
and inspire research
growth and excellence in
scholarship and creative
activities ...," Coleman
wrote in his letter to UCF.
He also teaches at Rice
as a professor of ecology
. and evolutionary biology.
Coleman previously
was the vice chancellor
for research as well as a
professor ofbiological sciences at the University of
Missouri.
He started his career in
academics as a tenured
professor at Syracuse University, where he taught
biology.
James Coleman
At Syracuse, Coleman
Coleman is currently was a program officer for
ecological and evolutionthe vice
provost of
ary physiology at the
research
National Science Foundation.
at fellow
ConferColeman received his
Ph.D. in forestry and envience USA
ronmental studies from
school
Yale University.
Rice UniColeman's open meetversity.
"I have
ing is Mond.ay.
ical school, helping to create a department in biomedical informatics.
In the private sector,
DeMillo worked as the
chief technology officer
for Hewlett-Packard, and
chaired HP's Technology
Council.
He also has done international work, teaching
electronics and informatics at the University of
Padua, located in Italy.
As a -writer, DeMillo
has authored books on the
topic of information security and higher education.
DeMillo's open meeting is Thursday.

I,

HPV. Fact #16:
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It is estimated that each minllte
in the US, there is~ r::1ew ~ase 0f
genital warts.
HPV Fact #8:

Why risk it
ur campus health cent~r.
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Students apply in-~ knowledge ~t festival
I

KRISTINA PENA
Contributing Writer

UCF film students and
faculty members didn't
just watch indie films,
indulge in southern-style
cuisine and socialize at
parties during the Florida
Film Festival on April 9-18;
they participated as volunteers, expert speakers and
even as filmmakers.
Already in its 19th year,
the annual film festival is
produced by the Enzian, a
single-screen cinema cafe
in Maitland offering mostly independent and foreign
films.
Tom Hurter, marketing
specialist for the UCF film
department,
described
Central Florida's only fulltime, alternative cinema as
"the epitome of a cool
indie film house."
According to their website, the Enzian's mission is
to entertain, inspire, educate, and connect the community through ·film,
which is exactly what the
film festival did for the
UCF community involved
' This year the festival
aimed to capture its Southem hospitality, welcoming
audiences and filmmakers
"home" to revel in cuttingedge films combined with
food, wine and parties.
They screened films at the
· Enzian, Regal Wmter Park
Village and the Plaza Cinema Cafe in Downtown
Orlando.
Film students were
required to volunteer at
the festival for their Film
Producer class, instructed
by UCF associate professor Randy Finch.
Senior film student Jennifer Campbell is enrolled
in the class, which is
designed to teach students
how to market and promote , films. This was
Campbell's fourth time
attending the Florida Film
Festival, but her first time

as a volunteer.
'We're pretty lucky,"
said Campbell. "It is a class
requirement for us to hang
out at the Florida Film Festival." ·
The class was divided
into teams .of three students, and assigned a film
that would screen at the
festival. Their mission was
to market their adopted
films.
Campbell said they
worked directly with the
filmmakers and festival
staff and were responsible
for guerrilla marketing, an
unconventional way of
promoting that relies on
imagination rather than a
big budget
_
'We were constantly at
the festival, in the crowds
passing out postcards, talking to audiences, hanging
posters, canvassing the
area, and doing whatever
we could to try and get
people to the festival, espedally to our assigned film,"
she said
Campbell and her team
worked with UCF assistant
professor, ·Lisa Mills, to
promote her .documentary
called The Young Composers Challenge.
She said they really
pushed themselves to
make Mills' film known to
as many people as possi- ·
ble.
Mills has already won
two national awards for
her documentary, which
was featured in the film
. spotlight at the festival
with two screenings on
April 11 and 18. She said the
film producer class is
''pretty cooL"
"They're learning about
how
festivals ' work.
·They're learning about
how to market their own
films and they're learning
how to interact with audiences and filmmakers,"
said Mills.
Hurter is a UCF alumnus who took the film pro-

.

.

..
..

ducer class when he was in
school He said it's a great
experience . for students
becausenchalle~esthem
· to get out there into the
real world and see what i~
actually takes to promote a
film at a festival, which is
invaluable if they want to
pursue film as a career.
Campbell s~d the job
was demanding, but they
are rewarded with the
opportunity to be around
;iccomplished filmmakers
and attend great films,
forums and parties without paying.
The forums included a
series of panel sessions
where industry experts
divulge happenings in the
film industry. Instructor
and producer Randy Finch
spoke in a panel called
"The Art of the Producer"
on Friday.
.
'½..s part of the film program, it is really important

PHOTOS BY GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTLRE

The Enzian, a single-screen cinema cafe in Maitland, is the home to the Florida Film Festival. Several UCF students
volunteered at tbe festi~I as part of their Film Producer course, which focuses on marketing and promoting films.

for us to know the industry," said Campbell. "This

is a great way to do it. we're forced to learn a lot,
·
We're submerged in it, and· and fast!"
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UFF: Hitt does not see
)

benefits as a priority
FROM

.l

y,·

)

)

. I

''There are some faculty members that [UCF]
can't.even recruit to this
campus either because
they are gay or lesbian or
because they are straight
allies who say 'why would
I want to work at a place
where there is this kind of
discrimination going on,' "
Freeman said
'
On April 20, 2005, the
United Faculty of Florida
brought the issue of
domestic partnerships
before the Board of
Trustees, but nothing was
passed
"The university made it
clear after we had extenlsive discussions and
research back and forth
,t hat they were unwilling to
1Consider domestic partner
. !benefits," said Jim Gilketson, the chief negotiator
tfor the<UFF chapter of
UCF. ·"Their claim was
t to do so would be in
·olation of state law, so
eyrefused"
Gilkeson thinks that
ther universities were
table to "get around the
w" by accepting private
onations to create an
dividual fund for these
·
~ nefits.
·''It was made clear to us
!that President Hitt did not
js ee that as a priority," he
1s aid
j The UFF at UCF will
begin to bargain for a
!three-year agreement this
~ear that will continue to
/fight for benefits.
Representatives for
CF could 11-ot be contacted by the time of publication
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States and gay marriage
Forty-four states have a definition of marriage in their stats
constitution or a statutory Dsfense of Marriage Act which bars
recognition of same-sex marriags. States with same-sex
marriage laws:

1Civil unions

Sane-sex

marriages

; States allowing civil
j unions of same-sex
i couples

. Massach~
Issues marriage~same-sex

=

I
l

=;::~·

...

:

I

Recognizes
1
same-sex marriages ,
from other states
;

Domestic partnerships
States allowing registered domestic partnerships
Washington
state-level spousal rights
to same-sex couples

a Providing nearly all
•

Providing some state.level
spousal rights to same-sex
couples

. .• •.,,.kawatr

SoutOe: ~ Conti>,..._ cl Slate Legislatures

:

•

Graphic: Leigh f1>i1i,ger and Rob Hernandez, San Jose Merauy News
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WHAT IS ADOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP?
Some cities have passed laws providing for domestic partnerships,
which can apply to homosexual couples, and heterosexual couples,
who are living together without being married.To become domestic
partners, the partners must register their relationship at a government
office an~ declare that they are in a"committed" relationship.
Domestic partnerships provide some - but not all - of the legal
benefits of marriage.
- 2004 AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

"Trying to. get inde- criminating against them
pendent coverage in this in a real way." ·
day and age is next to
By not offering comimpossible," Gilkeson said, petitive packages to
"It's affecting real people ·employees, Gilkeson said,
in real ways, and so we as a "it presents [UCF] as
union are opposed to that being a not good place for
kind of discrimination, faculty to come to, on that
and when you discrimi- level, and that hurts stunate against people and dents, because they are
the basis of the benefits not getting the best faculty
that you offer, you are dis- possible."
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Satirical blogger discusses race relations
JORDAN KEYES
Staff Writer

Author and blogger Christian
Lander has spent the last two
years meticulously compiling a
list of stuff white people like.
· On Wednesday, Lander took
t:ixp.e away from his project to visit
UCF to share some ofhis findings
and talk about the success of his
website, aptly titled StuflWhitePeopleLike.com, as well as to
encourage frank and open discussion about race and class on college campuses.
''The biggest thing is to recognize, to be aware of racial differences, to be aware of class differences," Lander said. "In theory,
America is a classless society. It's
not formally established, but in
practice, that's not the case ··-"
Lander started the website as a
way to make his friends laugh, but
it quickly grew beyond that
Within six months of beginning his satirical list of things
enjoyed by the upper-middle class
liberals he dassifies as "white,"
Lander has gotten a book deal,
appeared on Conan O'Brien and
received hundreds of thousands
ofhits per day on his site.
Lander attributes most of his
success to pure luck, but he does
have some insight into why the
site has had so much momentum.
Growing up in Toronto, recognized by the U.N. as one of the
most multicultural cities in the

world,Lander says the way he and
his friends approached issues of
race and class was much different
than how those topics are
approached in America. People
weren't.afraid to point out differences or discuss stereotypes
because so many different races
were well-represented.
''I didn't know it was a unique
experience until I started writing
this and it got bigger:' Lander said.
''I didn't realize that what I was
writing was reflecting what I grew
up with and it was actually a bigger message."
What Lander found out was
that his website and subsequent
book were helping people who
might have been . scared to
approach the touchy su.bject of
racial differences with tongue-incheek humor. The Canadian told a
story of one student who credited
the site with helping his classmates to loosen up and discuss
race and racism honestly.
Lander has received a large
amount of negative feedback for
his work, but he sees the negative
comments and messages as just
one more way to bring controversial issues to light. He never
deletes even the most offensive
comments from his site because,
he says, ''You can delete the comment, but you can't delete the person."
Lander takes those who use his
site as a forum for espousing their
own racism as an opportunity to

.

J

expose the ignorance that still ,.,,.,,,,."'""""',..,,...,.,,...,,,,===,=:;~ ~ = - ='\"",'F"'""~ 'f""'?~ ~,,....,..,.=--.--,-,"7
exists in our society.
·~one who says that racism
is over is an idiot," Lander said.
As for those who accuse him of
harmful stereotyping or ''reverse
racism," Lander says they usually
have one thing in common.
·~ lot ofpeople see the title and
never read any more of it and
never get what I'm actually getting
at," Lander said.
Lander came to UCF as part of
SG.A'.s Difficult Discussions, an
initiative bringing events on campus that address controversial
topics such as racism, sexism and
other forms ofdiscrimination
After receiving Lander's book
as a joke from SGA presidentelect Michael Kilbride, Kersti
Myles, the SGA Diversity Initiatives specialist, found the entries
in the book to be both humorous
and insightful.
"I thought it was a different
way to promote a culture that we
don't necessarily see as a minority," said Myles, a senior political
science major.
Myles 'hoped that students
would leave with an open mind in
regards to subtle racism and hidden biases.
"I think that if we can write
books like 'Stuff White People
Like' we can laugh at it," Myles
said. ''Instead of using anger .and
aggression, we can laugh at it and
ANDY CEBALLOS/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
move toward a solution and a res- Christian Lander, creator of the blog 'Stuff White People Like,' speaks to 'students about the success
of his website and its impact on open disalssions on race and racism in American society.
olution"
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Achanc;e for.students
tci cliscuss career
opportu.nities with
sc,hool officials
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Check out our Classifieds,
online and in print!
L0009165

New listings weekly!
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Global perspectives brings students the world
FROM Al

ested in international affairs can
apply for various merit-based
international attention with each scholarships, unpaid internships
passing year.
and paid fellowships within the
"UCF is unquestionably office.
becoming a more important stop
Interns are expected to work
for specialists in a variety of inter- on a research paper during the
national fields," he said.
semester and assist with Global
According to Bersia, leading Perspectives event staffmg. Simiexperts are just as eager to come lar in scope to internships, fellowto UCF as the Global Perspec- ships have a greater time committives Office is to host them.
ment and are topic-specific.
Bersia himself is a notable figFour fellowships are offered
ure in the field of international each semester: the Lawrence J.
relations.
Chastang Global Fellowship ProA Pulitzer Prize-winning jour- gram. the India Program Fellownalist, he was invited by Hitt in ship, the Sibille H. Pritchard
2001 to serve as the founding Global Peace Fellowship and the
director of the Global Perspec- China-Taiwan Fellowship.
tives Office.
Each program is associated
"My main field of study had with one of the Global Perspecalways been international affairs tives Office's key areas of study:
- whether I was in journalistt1, globalization, peace studies and
government or private sector Asian studies.
consulting - so it (becoming
Ariel Dansky, a senior political
Director of Global Perspectives) science major, is currently a
was a natural progression," he Global Peace Fellow with the
said
office.
Top UCF students in any
. "My job is to conduct research
major have several opportunities in the area ofpeace studies:' Danto follow in Bersia's footsteps.
sky said. "I chose to do my
According to the Global Per- research project on sectarian viospectives Office website, dedicat- lence in the Middle East, for
ed undergraduate students inter- example between Sunni and Shia

Muslims as well as U.S. involvement."
Staffmg the multitude of guest
speaker panels that the Global
Perspectives Office holds often
helps interns and fellows with
their research.
Access to experts that have
real life experience in dealing
with some of the world's major
issues has proved to be a valuable
resource for students that would
otherwise have to rely solely on
published material.
Paula Allen, a documentary
photographer who travels around
the world to shed light on areas
she feels don't get enough media
coverage, was Dansky's favorite
speaker to date.
'We who study international
relations, we study it from books,
we study it from films, we study it
from lectures, but a big part that
many of us miss is actually going
there and being in the field and
talking to people.who are living
these conflicts," Dansky said
In Dansky's opinion, what
Allen does is a big, integral part of
the field.
·
Allen's visit came earlier this
year as one of many speaker
events moderated around, the

GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FlDRIDAFUTURE

Peter Pritchard's presentation at UCF in January is one of the examples of the Global Perspectives
Office's enterprising effort to expand the school's international affairs education.

Global Perspectives Office's priIn the future, new themes and
mary theme for 2009-10: The focus areas will be added to the
Environment, Energy
and list.
National/Global Security.
Dansky said she looks forward
Every year, in addition to a pri- to what's ahead.
mary theme, the office also
''I'm absolutely going to try to .
embraces a number of secondary continue my research with the
themes in conjunction with its office into the fall semester,
research focus areas.
which will be my last at UCF," she
These include diplomacy, · said. "It sounds corny, but it realhuman rights and terrorism stud- ly has broadened my perspecies.
tives a great deal."
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NEW SMALL PLATES
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Taste arou d our
new small plates
~ menu of 30 items
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Regist~r NOW
through May 21

HOULIHAN'S
RESTAURANT +

BAR

for Summer 201 O ·

91 50 Intern ational Dr.
407.363.0043

Application deadline May 1O
Classes begin May 17

2600 E. Colonial Dr.
407.894.3009
8520 W. Irle Bronso n- Memorials Hwy.
407.809.0900
1148 Universit y Blvd.
. 407.770.6990
houlihans.com

• smaller classes
• high-quality instruction
• credits that transfer
• cost is 1/3 less than most state universities.
To register or for further information, go to www.hccfl.edu.

HCC student housing has short-term leasesl
2 FOR 1 DOMESTIC

DRAFTS, HOUSE WINES
&WEJ..L COCKTAILS

Spacious l , 2 & 4 Bedroom Floor Pla ns
Gated Community, Fitness Cent e r
Resort Style Pool and more!
HCCStudentHousing.com

W!I.D 11,US>"ROOY. &
i'HUGULA FlJffB~EAD
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02010 Ho uliha n's Restaurants, Inc.
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Are the classes you need next semester ftill?
Need a class to graduate on time?
Consider takmg it at a UCF Regional Campus.

With classes in busine-. education, p~hology and more, UCFRegional C~puses offer
you 11 locations to choose f*mL and~ times that fit your schedule. To learn more, contact
an advisor at rcadvising@mail.ucf.edu.
•

1'\fl\'.regionalcampuses.ucf.edu
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After 18 years, Hitl's five goals still in play
MIKE CLINTON
Cootributing Writer

When John Hitt signed on
for the job as president of
UCF in 1992, he probably didn't expect to become the
leader of the third-largest
university in the nation in
terms of enrollment
Striving toward becoming
"a new kind of university that
provides leadership and service to the Central Florida
Strategic Plan," Hitt implemented a set of five goals he
wished to accomplish during
his time served.
And the ideas behind
those goals have sparked
UCF's growth the past 18
years.
In January, Kiplinger's Personal

Finance

Magazine

ranked UCF as the 36th-best
value public college for instate students, moving up six

spots from the 2009 rank.
UCF also ranked 68th for outof-state students, increasing
from last year's 87th spot
As part ofHitt's five goals,
his No. 1 concern is to "offer
the best undergraduate education available in Florida"
According to Alison Morrison-Shetlar, the vice provost
and dean of Undergraduate
Studies at UCF, "President
Hitt has really put an emphasis on high quality of education and curriculum."
Hitt has put two initiatives
in place to ensure the success
of the English composition
and math programs.
The English composition
initiative has changed the
curriculum to help students
meet high standards, as well
as reduce class sizes from 'X7
students per teacher to 25,
Morrison-Shetlar said
The math initiative offers

UNIVERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
"The Doctor Is Al¼:ays In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

students one hour of class
time and three hours of a
mandatory lab. According
to Morrison-Shetlar, the
university
is
seeing
tremendous results from
both efforts.
Hitt's second goal was
to "achieve international
prominence in key programs of graduate study
and research."
The College of Engineering and Computer Science now offers an international engineering minor
that prepares students for
an engineering world filled
with more global companies than ever, according to
the CECS website.
This minor allows for a
strong focus on international issues, requiring students to experience studying abroad while earning a ·
total of nine credit hours.
According to Patricia
Bishop, the dean of the

College of Graduate Studies, UCF had fewer than
3,000 graduate students in
1992; in 2010, there are
more than 8,000.
Not only has the population grown, but new
· opportunities have also
risen UCF now has more
than 25 doctoral programs,
doubling the amount from
1992, Bishop said
Bishop said their major
initiatives are to "promote
quality in our graduate
programs, provide access
to master's level education,
by developing and delivering programs of interest to
our community and foster
a graduate community at
UCF by providing more
and better career and professional development"
Part of the drive for
international prominence
also involves striving for a
strong international focus
on UCF's curricula and

research programs, which tion Harris Corp. has partnered with UCF for more
is Hitt's third goal.
His fourth goal - to than three decades and has
become more inclusive become part of many difand diverse - has ·been ferent programs.
Some of these prostrongly represented by
grams include the Nicholthe student body.
The final goal is to be son School ofCommunicaAmerica's leading partner- tion Rad io and TV
ship university. UCF has facilities, the Burnett Honnumerous partnerships ors College and the $3 milaround Central Florida and lion pledge to help fund the
the world, each playing a . engineering center named
the Harris Corporation
part in the community.
In February, NASA Engineering Building.
"Since Dr. Hitt created
awarded UCF a contract.
for students to help speed his five goals for the uniup shuttle preparation versity in 1992, UCF has
strived to be America's
tiJ;nes.
According to the Col- leading partnership unilege of Optics and Photon- versity:' said Grant Heston,
ics' website, UCF also has the assistant vice president
partnerships with 65 major of UCF News & Infonnaindustrial companies span- tion. "Partnerships have
ning all over the globe as been a powerful ingredient
for UCF's success in the
far as Japan and the U.K.
One of the most com- past and continue to be
mon partnerships has been integral part of our univerwith the Harris Corpora- sity today."
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USF, FSU, .UF would get top rank
of South Florida are in the the classifications are based pursue "fair competition
top tier ofthe Carnegie clas- on research levels as well as with other institutions of
would be based only on the ·sifications along with UR
other sectors universities other states in the highest
research generated by that
Under the Carnegie can voluntarily take part in Carnegie classification" ·
university. The controversy classifications, UCF is in the
'We will definitely be in
Fear about the bill ~
stemmed from the fact that level directly below UF, that highest classification come from the unclear
the University of Florida FSU and USF. UCF would level in the next year or wording and the original
was the only school, that be classified as having a two," said Marla Spector, use of the word flagship.
met the requirements in the high research level The the former chair ofthe SGA While a change in funding
state. Sen Lynn is a gradu- other three are at a very Governmental
Affairs is not stated, it is implied,
ate of UR
high level
. Committee and the future Szempruch said
"I don't think it [the bill]
The only way to increase director of the GovernmenIf iliere is any change in
would be disastrous for us, to the very high ranking is tal Affairs Division for the funding it is likely tq come
but it wouldn't be good for for UCF to produce more Kilbride administration
for online tjasses, allowing
us," said Josh Miller, the research, Miller said This
The effect of the bill will the top «er to change th~
UCF Student Government level does not take into merely be prestige, Andreu . extra charge f6r classes t
Association senate presi- account the quality of the Szempruch, the new chair compete with other univerdent pro tempore.
research, only the amount
ofthe Governmental Affairs siti€!s outside of Florida,
The earlier version of
The Carnegie Classifica- Committee, said
Spector said
the bill didn't specify guide- tion of Institutions of HighThe ,bill doesn't mention
Overall though, Spector
lines for UF, but it was heav- er Education is a system by funding, only that the uni- said there is little reason to
ily implied that UF would the Carnegie Foundation · versities will be given more worry: The bill lacks a
be the flagship school, for · the Advancement of freedoms. What shape house component - ,a
Miller said
Teaching and is primarily these freedoms will take is requirement for it to passWith the new wording used by researchers writing left vague, the bill only the Board of Governors can
though, Florida State Uni- about education According states that the universities ignore it, and UCF can enter
versity and the University to the foundation's website, will be given the freedom to that top tier soon
FROM
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Calabrese shines, wins s.......
RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

If UCF football head
coach George O'Leary had
any question about junior
quarterback Rob Calabrese
· as the No. 1 guy going in to
the summer, Saturday's
. scrimmage erased all dm~bt.
Calabrese completed llof-17 passes, threw for a
touchdown and also rushed
for another in the scrimmage, showing poise and
presence to lead the Knights
first-team offense past the
second and third string
defensive units, 28-7.
His 66-yard touchdown
run early in the third quarter
showed his ability to make
smarter plays on the field

and proved his maturity
from last season. .
-"I thought he made plays,
which is what I was looking
for when he broke away a
couple of times," O'Leary
said. ''A couple of throws
were probably a little late
and you have to get rid ofthe
ball sooner ... but I thought
he made some plays and
used his feet."
His experience also
shined on a screen play,
where he read the defense
and .threw the ball away
instead of forcing the throw
to try to make the play. He
came to the sideline and told
O'Leary he would have
checked out of the play if it
was in a real-game situation.
''That's just coming from

QBjob

experience, watching film
and knowing what the
defense is going to do," Calabrese said of throwing the
ball away. "That just really
comes with experience. I
had a lot of time the past two
years and it is time for me to
step up."

Calabrese named No. 1starter
After the game, O'Leary
formally announced Calabrese as the starter, but did
say he liked what he saw out
of true freshman Jeffrey
Godfrey and third-string
quarterback, LD. Crow.
"I think they all have
opportunities to play, but I
think when you list who the
starter is, I think it it would
be the same way we prac-

GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Knights junior wide receiver AJ.<iuyton caught four passes for 62 yards in Saturday's
,spring game, in duding a 20 yard screen pass that he broke for a touchdown.

ticed all year," O'Leary said.
"It would be one, two, three,
as far as [Rob] Calabrese,
[Jeffrey] Godfrey and [L.D.]

Crow. Again, I wouldn't hesitate, right now, putting any
PLEASE SEE

O'LEARY ON A10

Healthy
Guyton
highlights
•
scrmunage
PADRICK BREWER
Staff Writer

Ignoring the colors on the field
and the names on the scoreboard,
Saturday's spring game looked
much like other UCF football
games.
The offense scored four touchdowns helped by heavy doses of the
run game, the defense dished out
some vicious hits and returned an
interception for a score, and a kick- ·
er missed a field goal.
But there was more to the game
than just the points on the board. ·
Here are five things to take·from the
spring game:

1. AJ. Guyton is healthy
JEFFREY RILEY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Beau Taylor and the Knights dropped two-of-three games to Rice in this past weekend's series, failing to capture first place in the conference standings.

Knights drop shot at No. I spot
in C-USA·with loss to Rice Owls
NICOLE SAAVEDRA .·
Staff Writer

Griffin to get the first out and Bren-

nan Dobbins struck Rick Hague to

put UCF in control defensively. Matt
Momentum was the key for this Manning relieved Dobbins midway
weekend's crucial home series through the inning and walked two
against Rice. After splitting the series batters with the bases loaded. Then a
through the first two games and ball bounced off Darnell Sweeney's
being up 7-5 going into the seventh glove that scored two, giving the
inning on Sunday, UCF looked Owls a six-run lead
'We ta1k all the time about winpoised to clinch the series and tie
Rice for first in the conference stand- ning in seven through nine and I just
ings but the Krrights suffered a 13-8 told the guys that they were better
than us for one inning this weekend,"
loss instead
"Going into the series, I said that said Rooney. ''That was the differthere's two things that need to hap- ence, that's why they won the series."
Sweeney would score again in the
pen for us to be successful," head
coach Terry Rooney said "One, play eighth, but it wasn't enough as Rice
fundamental baseball Fundamental won 13-8 and clinched the series.
The Knights dropped the first
baseball is that you can't give them
anything. We walked too many bat- game ofthe series 9-2 on Friday. UCF
ters and in the four run inning, we squandered early opportunities to
just gave them all their runs [in Fri- score and found themselves in a hole
when Rice scored three runs in the
day's game].
''You can't do that against very second inning and four in the third
UCF capitalized on its momengood teams, that's one. The second is
the ability to hit in the clutch like tum in Saturday's game and evened
the series behind a strong pitching
we've been doing all year:·
Mistakes doomed the Knights · performance from Owen Dew~Dew
(24-14 and 6-6 in C-USA) on Sunday pitched 81 innings in the 6-4 victory.
"That outing that OWen just had,
when Rice (23-15, 8-4) scored four
runs with two outs in the eighth that's the reason you get into coachinning. Austin Johnston flipped a hit ing," Rooney said "He's come so far
from Diego Seastrunk to Jonathan since the fall and the results are obvi-

BYTHE NUMBERS
8
The Knights gave up eight runs combined in
· the seventh and eighth innings on Sunday,
erasing what was a7-5 UCFlead.

. 8.1
Owen Dew pitched 8.1 innings on Saturday,
leading the Knights past Rice, 6-4, for their
only win in the series.

4,660
Announced attendance for the e~tire Rice
series, which is fourth largest in UCF history.

ously tremendous. That's the performance, almost of a lifetime."
Rooney credited Dew's twoseam fastball with forcing a number
of ground balls that resulted in double plays in the sixth and seventh
innings. Dew's outing was the
longest by a UCF pitcher since 2008.
Rice recorded runs in the first
and third innings, but UCF quickly
responded. Ryan Breen knocked in a
home run in the second inning.
Shane Brown and Darnell Sweeney
gave UCF the lead for good when
they scored in the third inning. Rice
attempted to stage a comeback in the
ninth with two quick runs and Dew
was relieved by Joe Rogers. Saturday's announced crowd ofl,844 gave
PLEASE SEE

UCF'S ON A11

And a healthy AJ. Guyton is dangerous. As the Knights work to firid
ways to get speedster Quincy
McDuffie the ball with room to
move, Guyton showed all he needs
is the ball in his hands.
Six minutes into Saturday's
scrimmage, Guyton caught a screen
pass from Rob Calabrese and broke
free for a 20-yard touchdown. He
also grabbed a crucial third-down
conversion during the second scoring drive and finished with four
catches' for 62 yards and a touchdown.
The full participation is a welcome sight for Guyton, who injured
his knee during the spring of 2008
. and was still on the road to recovery
as UCF geared up for the 2009 season.
"This spring, I am really full-go,
just going and working hard," Guyton said
The Knights are making efforts
to give more shots to their playmakers, which should lead to plenty of
opportunities for Guyton in 2010.

2. Running back position is still uncertain
And it's a good thing Guyton will
be on top of his game, because UCF
may have trouble running the ball.
That's an odd thing to hear about
a George O'Leary-coached team,
but Brynn Harvey's injury and subsequent ,lengthy absence has the
Knights looking to sophomores
Brendan Kelly and Jonathan Davis.
Both picked up at least nine carries - Davis led all players with ll
- and Kelly picked up the game's
PLEASE SEE
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O'Leary: Harvey could miss first four games
FROM

A9

of them in certain situations. But I think heading
into the spring and the
summer and the skellies
and the conditioning and
the
chemistry that's
required. I think the leadership has got to come from
the guy with the experience and that's Rob."
Calabrese's favorite target on the day was A.J.
Guyton, who caught ·four
balls for 62 yards and a 20yard touchdown reception
from Calabrese for the first
score of the game.
Even Guyton has seen a

difference in the way Cal- Godfrey and the second
abrese. has carried himself team. Kelly rushed for 46
this spring.
yards on nine carries and
"Rob has come a 'long also recorded a 2-yard
way as far as controlling touchdown run in th~ secthe huddle and being a ond quarter, while Davis
leader in the huddle," Guy- scurried his way to 37
ton said. ''He isn't as jumpy yards on 11 carries. O'Leary
anymore. When I first met said the team didn't run the
him he was trying to do too ball as much as it wanted,
much at one time ... but he but he was pleased out of
has taken that in and just what he saw from both
progressed really well."
backs.
He noted that Kelly-and
Kelly, Davis get reps
Davis both will share a role
Running back Brendan in replacing starter Brynn
Kelly saw the majority of Harvey while he recovers
the reps with the first-team from a knee injury. O'Leary
offense while Jonathan thinks that Harvey will
Davis ran mostly with miss at least the first four

games of the season.
"I don't think [Brynn
Harvey will] be back until
after the non-conference
schedule, I would think,"

.

EMRE KELLY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

dan Kelly] are good
enough to get into the
game and get the necessary
yards for us to be successful."

(,

Center battle will be key
FROM A9

second touchdown on a
short run off the right
side.
O'Leary said it would
likely be after the nonconference portion of the
schedule when Harvey
returns, and Kelly and
Davis are the likely
replacements, so getting
them some continued
time in game situations .
was crucial.
"Practice makes perfeet," sophomore center
Jordan Rae said. "So it's
good to practice with
both of those guys at the
same time so they get a
feel for everything foo.''. ·

3.Jordan Rae looks to have
inside edge at center

Backup quarterback Jeffrey Godfrey showed many different aspects of his talents in the spring game, displaying his strong
arm with long passes down the field and using his legs to the tune of one rushing TD and 54 yards on the ground.

O'Leary said. "Hopefully
sooner, but my experience
is you don't count on that.
But I think both of them
Uonathan Davis and Bren-

Rae spent most of Saturday working with the
first team, and he showed
good strength and surprising speed. During the
first tQuchdown, it was
his block near the 5-yard
line that cleared Guyton's
last obstacle.
"It was a pretty good
day," Rae said. "We
weren't putting everything out there, but we
were running simple
plays, making sure everything is down."
After the scrimmage,
O'Leary stressed . the
importance of the center
position - secondary to
just the quarterback
when the team is in the
huddle, and said it was
still between Rae and
junior Zac Norris for the
starting spot.

But it was Rae who
impressed the most,
holding many of his
blocks and helping on
double-teams.
"He's very calm, and
he makes his calls,"
O'Leary said. "He's a
steady influence, and he
never panics out there.''

4. Jeffrey Godfrey doesn't
look like afreshman
He may still look like a
high schooler, but Jeffrey
Godfrey is already taking
advanced courses on the
football field.
His 8-of-14 line is not
that impressive, neither
are the two interceptions,
and the side-arm throws
meant he wasn't as accurate as you would like.
But he is exciting.
"He's a different style,"
O'Leary said. "He's an
impressive kid."
Godfrey didn't do
enough to supplant Calabrese in the starting
role, but he maintained
his status as the secondbest option at quarterback.
He is as elusive and
mobile as they come, and
he has the ability to
throw
downfield,
although with mixed
results as far as accuracy
is concerned.
He stands a shade
taller than 5-foot-ll, ·and a
weight of 176 is a little
generous, but O'Leary
says those metrics are
deceiving.
"He plays a lot
stronger than he looks,"
O'Leary said.

(

5. The team got What it
wanted out of the game
With some of UCF's
finest in the building Asante Samuel, Brandon
Marshall, Alex Haynes as examples of what
could be, O'Leary and the
Knights were content to
focus on what they are.
·The Knights rotated
players in and out, getting
younger players on the
field and working on limited parts of their playbook.
And that was probably
for the best. O'Leary and
the Knights had seen
what they needed in the
first half. They ran the
offense. They rot_ated the
defensive line. All the
quarterbacks got in on
the action.
"I thought we had a
chance to play every- .
body," O'Leary said.
"Pretty much right from
the first quarter on, we
were rolling first, second
and third units out there.''
'We didn't do a lot. I'd
say no more than 15 percent of the offense was in ·
there, and about the same
on defense.''
Maybe it could h ave
been more exciting, and a
running·clock in the second half wasn't a bad idea,
but O'Leary saw lots of
things to like, doling out
an above-average grade.
"I would say , a B,"
.O'Leary said of the
Knights
progression
through the spring. ''.And
I'm a tough grader. I
would say a B for what
we're looking ~or.''
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Sports briefs

, Women's tennis ends regular season with win
Women~ tennis

~

Bartolotta placed third in . took the loss in the day
The women's tennis the javelin Junior Micaela game2-l
team finished the regular Wrmberly placed third in
Cole (17-11) allowed only
season with a 5-2 victory the 100m hurdles with a three hits and no earned
over East Carolina Satur- time ofl4.05.
runs, but UCF couldn't
day. The Knights improved
The Knights will be muster any more offense
to 12-6 for the dual-match back in action from April than the one tally in the
season and to 4-1 in Confer- . 22-24 when they travel to fourth. The Knights gave
ence USA
Philadelphia to compete in the Blazers their only runs
UCF collected the dou-' the Penn Relays Carnival
on a bases-loaded error in
bles point to open the
the
bottom of the sixth.
- NICOLE SAAVERDA
match. Junior Jenny Frisell
In the night cap, Kristiand sophomore Alexis Softball .
na DeMello allowed five
Rodriguez topped Jessica
The UCF softball team runs on eight hits, while
Cook and Audrey LePotti- dropped the first two striking out four batters in
er, 8-4.
.
games of its weekend the complete-game outing.
UAB scored four of its
The Knights took four series against the U4B
singles lines to clinch the Blazers before salvaging five runs in the~ inning.
match. Frisell eased to a 6-1, the finale on Sunday. On A double, followed by a
6-3 victory over Cook at Saturday, Ashleigh Cole sacrifice bunt, a single and
No.1 Senior Katie Orletsky
defeated Abby Richmond.
6-0, 64 in her final home
match.
·
UCF will compete in
the C-USA Championships in Tulsa April 2225.

Track and field

1'

The women's track
team competed in the Tom
Jones Memorial Invitational in Gainesville over the
weekend
Sophomore Sheila Paul
· was the top collegiate performer in the 100m. Her
time of 11.63 nabbed her
third place behind professional runners Tianna
Madison and Cleo Tyson
Sophomore Tomika Story
placed second in the triple
jump and freshman Taylor

GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF sophomore Alexis Rodriguez, above, and junior Jenny Frisell picked up a
win in doubles to help the ~ights to a 5~2 win over ECU Saturday.

UCF's pitching struggles
FRoM·A9

Dew a standing ovation as
he entered the dugout
"'Ibat's never happened
to me before," Dew said.
"That was great, really
awesome. That was proba-

bly one of my top
moments as a pitcher
ever."
The Knights now sit at
24-14 on the season and 6-6
in the conference while
Rice improved to 23-15 on
the season and 8-4 in the

conference, giving them
possession of first place.
UCF will play two midweek games before heading to Marshall, where
they'll continue to fight
their way to the top of the
conference.

Coming
Hometorthe
Summer
If you a·re going to be in·
South Florida
for the ·summer,
earn credits at FAU.
Get more from summer break:
• . P,ck up credits that transfer back to UCF
• Get ahead or catch up
• Go to school while you work
To find out more, visit

www.fau.edu/summerUCt:..------r,
561.297.2408

•

three-run homerun, allowed
the Blazers to plate all oftheir
runs.
UCF finally got its offense
rolling in . the sixth. The
Knights posted two runs in
the inning, but it was too little, too late as UAB held on
for a 5-2 victory.
Sunday in the finale, Cole
got her revenge on the Blaz-

ers, going the distance - for
the 24th time this season
and second time in two days
- allowing three runs on
seven hits, while striking out
five.
_
UAB jumped out 2-0 in
the third but UCF rallied
with a three-run fifth inning
capped by a 2-RBI single by
Morgan Bullard UAB had a

chance in the seventh but
the Knights held on for a 4-3
win. The win moves the
Knights to 26-19 on the season and a solid 11-7 in C-USA
play. The Knights host
Bethune-Cookman
on
Wednesday, before hosting
C-USA rival Tulsa this
weekend
._ DANNY AIELLO
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OUR STANCE

Zombie-student disturbed by anti-zombie sentiment at UCF

Equal benefits
long overdue

,'U

offer benefits to domestic '
CF stands for
opportunity" is
partners.
the slogan your
UCF can do the same
school promotes
thing. It just isn't a priority
everywhere.
for the current administraCommercials, posters
tion.
and websites all attempt to
Since 2005, the United
convince people that your
_F aculty of Florida has been
school is a diverse place
attempting to help the
where teachers and stuadministration implement
dents can thrive. People
domestic partner benefits.
from all walks of life have ·
By setting up a separate
the chance to embrace the
fund that would receive priopportunities that only UCF · vate donations, UCF could
can provide.
extend benefits to domestic
UCF's slogan is not
partnerships without .breakentirely true, though. . .
ing the law.
By not offering domestic
Besides discriminating
partner benefits for teachagainst these people, UCF is
ers and staff, UCF is elimireducing the chance for stunating opportunities for
dents to receive the best
people based on their sexueducation possible.
al orientation.
According to the UFF,
UCF's defense is that
there _a re potential faculty
offering domestic partner
members who will not work
. benefits would be a violaat UCF because they are
tion of state law. This argugay, lesbian or straight allies
ment is weak, because the
who refuse to be employees
University of Florida is able of UCF because it lacks
to work around the law and
domestic partner benefits.

Qualified professors are ·
not even options because
UCF will not offer them the
same benefits they offer
married couples.
We are not sure why
President Hitt would not
act immediately on this
project, especially when
other universities have
accomplished this task.
According to the American Association of University Professors, nearly-300
colleges and universities
offer some kind of domestic
partnership benefit.
Offering better benefits
for current and future
employees of UCF will only
improve the school's reputation and attract the most
qualified professionals.
Denying domestic partner benefits is hurting educators and students.
UCF needs to stand
behind its slogan and offer
opportunities to all members of society.

New leaders have
promises to keep
A

s we say goodbye to a
cabinet of the Student
Government Association that was loved by many
students, it is important to
focus on the new student
leaders of UCF.
The Michael Kilbride and .
Taylor Lochrane administration will soon be working
toward fulfilling the 32 points
they promised on their platform.
.
One of their campaign slogans was ''the difference is
you:' which is why·we urge
you, the student, to pay attention to. what SGA is doing
and will be doing this school
year.
Only 9,420 votes were cast
this year for the SGA offices.
Clearly, many students were
far too busy to fill out the
simple voting form found
online.
Students are rarely too
busy to complain about
things on campus, though.
Make sure to keep updat-

·ed on what the SGA officials
are doing either here in the
newspaper, online at
UCFNews.com or on their
official website
Differenceis.com.
"Our best campaign goal is.
your best idea," Kilbride said
during campaigning.
Well as long as the floor is
open, we may.have some
thoughts.
Our first idea is to include
the 32 points you said were
attainable for your administration on your website.
We, and hopefully many
students, would like to.follow
the course as those plans are
put into action. By putting the
points on your website and .
your Facebook page, you will
make it easy for students to
become more involved in
SGA. At the least, it will allow
students to get an idea of how
hard you all work
It will also allow students
to do what you requested,
which is holding you to your

promises.
By interacting with the
student body about what platform·points could and could
not be delivered, you are setting a high standard for future
administrations. Hopefully,
this will become the nonn,
and SGA officials will maintain their campaign pledges.
Speaking of pledges,
please bring about the
changes you promised while
campaigning.
We remember a few,
including expanding KnightDrive, developing postgraduate resources, getting more
students to SGA meetings,
completing a car pool system,
increasi!ig the available study
space on campus and building on number of SGA-funded scholarships.
Your vow to implement
these crucial changes is what
won you the election, and we
are eager to see you achieve
the 32 points you included in
your platform.

Make effort to see
potential provosts
0
•

•

n June 30, Terry Hickey will retire from his
position as provost at

UCF.
The final four candidates
to replace Hickey will start
their open meetings today.
James Coleman's meeting is
Monday at 3:15 p.m. in Teaching Academy Room 117.
You should attend at least
one, if not all, of the open
meetings. These sessions are
the perfect place to learn .
about and participate in the
process of hiring a provost.
The position of provost
can also be explained as the
chief academic administrator
on campus. The person the
search committee chooses to
replace Hickey will be the
second most powerful person
at UCF. He will have a
tremendous say in what
occurs at UCF while he holds
'f

the position.
It is great to hear students
talk and complain about decisions made by the UCF·
administration. It means that .
you are aware of the things
going on around you and care
enough to comment on them.
It is frustrating, though, when
complaints come without ati
effort to change the issue
being discussed.
Once this new provost is
hired, you should not-complain that you know nothing
about him. Instead, go the
extra mile and investigate t:Qe
options for the future provost
Doing so can't hurt you.
You are not required to par- ·
ticipate in the sessions. Ifyou
don't feel comfortable asking
questions, then you can just
listen to what these men have
to say about your school
But if you can find the
I'

time to attend, then feel ·free
to ask questions. The only
dumb question is the one not
asked. Perhaps the topic you
need clarification on will be
something the search committee has overlooked.
You shouldn't complain
~t the new provost is not
the best man for the job without playing your part in the
decision making process.
All the meetings will take
place from 3:15 p.m. to to 4:45
p.m in the Teaching Academy
Room 117. Richard DeMillo's
meeting is Thursday, Raymond Alden's meeting is
April 26 and Tony Waldrop's
meeting is April 29.
Ifyou can't attend the
meetings, we will be there. ,
Check the next issue of the
newspaper and our website at
UCFNews.com for recaps of
the sessions.

Steve says:
Being a ~ombie, it's hard enough
finding a roommate, let alone a
girlfriend, but to have a mass of
people simulating a zombie
apocalypse with this Human vs.
Zombie game shouting, "BRAINS!
BRAINS!" is just appalling. This type
of f?ehavior only reinforces the
terrible stereotype zombies have to
put up with. You know the last time I
·ate brains? Never! Zombies don't
eat brajns, I find it just as gross as
you do. ~n fact, I can't even eat JeU-0
wlthout gagging. Just because I'm
half dead doesn't mean I'm not
human or have no feelings. And
ladies, I'm alive where it counts.

ZOMBIES ARE
PEOPUTOOI
ZACH GREATHOUSE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Life doesn't have to
be a balancing act
said."
I've been reading a lot
lately about _the imporBut we all just couldn't resist the temptation.
~ce of balancing your
Maybe the conse'
life. Actually that's not
true, I just read one artiquences of men living in
the laboratory is an
cle in Marie Claire about
it, but I do·knowpeople
acceptable exchange,
though. Having the burare always talking about
how important it is to
den of three hours a
keep our lives balanced.
week of naughty-soundThe thing that strikes
ing lab procedures.is the
LACY PAPADEAS
Guest Columnist
me, however, is that you ·
price we have to pay in
never hear about the
order to benefit from
benefits of living an unbalanced
their discoveries. Maybe, just
life, and I find that peculiar.
maybe, it was the deprivation of a
so-called "life" that allowed the
There are always two sides to
everything. Why, then, do we not
men and women of science to excel
hear about people who think work- in their fields.
ing your life away is better than balWho knows what advancements
ancing things off?
the world is missing out on because
The answer is because they have of the craze for balanced living.
I'm certain, at the very least, you
been made to feel ashamed of this,
would never see any fellow stuthat they should want more.
The argument is ;uways: ''You
dents flying off their skateboards
never hear anyone say on their
because they just hit a bump in the
sidewalk; they would be using
death bed that they wished they
spent more time at the office."
- ·those hoverboards like in 'Back to
.That's true, but perhaps that's
the Future Part II.
because it's a ridiculous statement.
But no, just before someone was
I'm certain that people do think on · about to finish his hoverboard
their death bed that they wish they
~uation, just as the epiphany was
had accomplished more or made
about to hit, his wife called to
more of a difference in the world.
remind him it was date night.
It just seems to be such a fine
Looking back through history,
ino-st anyone that has made a signif- line between needing to be fit for a ,
icant contribution to society has
straitjacket and being simply, harmlessly, obsessed with your work
dedicated an abnormal amount of
time to his or her chosen path.
Obsession is a very close friend '
There are, of course, side effects
of mine. Balance feels unnatural to
of working too much, but I'm not
me. All or nothing is all I know.
:
But sometimes when my very
I
all that convinced of just how bad
they are.
close friend and I are not getting
Take for instance my geotechni- · along, I fantasize about balance and '.
cal engineering lab - where we
begin to envy it's very close friends, '.
play with dirt. It's the perfect exam- normal people is what I call them.
ple of what happens when you live
I ain, however, starting to ~
an unbalanced life. All the men that this is not something I can train
came up with these experiments myself to be. I have found that
•
for which they're named, I'm sute
whep I, in response to envy,
••
- worked long hours, as is quite
attempt to betray obsession and
apparent in the names of ~e proce- live a life with balance, it is a rota- •
dures, because everything sounds
tion of "all" for a few days followed ,
very dirty, pardon the pun.
.
by "nothing" for a few days. I'm no '
And because I get very excited
expert, but I'm pretty sure that's
not correct.
:
about all of these experiments, I
will make an exclamation and then
So I try and look on the bright
turn red as soon as I realize that
side. There is the benefit of life
though I was intending to voice sat- being more pleasant when you
isfaction upon our discovery that 11 keep yourself busy enough to avoid
percent is apparently the optimum
having time to think about anything'
moisture content needed in order
that you may b e lacking. After all, if .
to compact the soil to its maximum you never think about what you
density, what I actually said could
lack, then you lack nothing. ·
be the subject of an immature joke.
I'm not sure if I made that saying '
So it's basically three hours once up or read it on a tiny piece of
a week of everyone trying to
paper with lottery numbers printed
restrain themselves from saying the just below, but I'm 99 percent coninfantile phrase "that's what she
vinced it's true.

ON UCFNEWS.COM
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WHAT YOU ARESAYING

All students need
protection

Since when has ~ on-campus
store that is not UCF affiliated
_actually succeeded? I give it a year,
tops.

Sitting in GRRC right now.
They just passed the proposal to
include "gender, gender identity,
gender expression" in UCF 3.001
and the inclusion of color, gender,
gender identity, gender expression
in OSI Section A, Subsection 5.
Woohoo!

- ANONYMOUS

GameStop comes to
UCF, breezeway

- ANONYMOUS

Is this really necessary? We
have four GameStops in an fivemile radius of here.
I'll admit for people living on
campus, it's damn convenient, but
really?
There's one across the street
. - NIKKINICHO
from campus.

There's no way this is going to
do well.
'-------;:---- -- --

I do kind of feel like it would
have been a better fit at Knights
Plaza though. ..
- ANONYMOUS

-------;-;:--- - -.:_- - --,.,,-,.----
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By phone: 407-447-4555
By tax: 407-447-4556
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Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817
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10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
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Online 24 hrs/day:
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Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Tme C
Help Wanted: Full-T1111e C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
B
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B
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Rate
32S For Sale: Automotive B
350 ForSale:General
A
375 For Sale: Pets
A
400 Services
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500 Annooncements
A
600 Traver
B
700 Worship
B
B
800 Miscellaneous
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B

Rate A
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Per9'.lnal ksis1arlt needed PT,
flex hs. Must be\«'/ cxg. Wrf8'
Park. lvusl rj<lliJ 1 yr CXll I n itln iert

www.~.CXJmtlassifieds

$1<:ltr. C..407~8

Pac-a- erm

B<\RTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a dayirt,l'ltial.N<;>

Expererw Nwlss.ly.Tran-g

Pf CusilrnerGae/Birg Rep.
needed at l-bslDire.arn, one of
1he lagest intsnet SEM:8 web
oostirg~i1A;ma.
$8-$10AY
Email tT@t-osti-re.CXJITl

Prol,ml. kJd 18 + a<

407-442-2356ex. 107
p,r DoooY Da,,are 8.SS'.lciale
p::Eiistros avai. Must Love Dogs.
'klA<emel Exp. apusl

Do you need safe, reliable, and hassle-free summer
storage or shipping? We provide simple and
economical solutions.
Prices as low as $6.99 per mo.
· and no long term commitments.

L..ocam;i, O'iarmal'.l Salb'd

"'

.-1

""'\'Mw.~

em.i resunetJ
Jd:s@oogjayaflaroon.net

We pick up and deliver to your door.
Sign up today at www.pacadorm.com and receive a
20% early sign-up discount!
813-S41-7730

Frort DeskAtterdcns. p,r $8 tJ $11
an tn.r, depen:rg on ei<peliem;l.
Exp w/ km al'.l rorrp.Jler skis a pus.
...b'Yl@Refiel(Gynrasocnet

rv1a\e Exira l'vtref

S\wnnstu::tlls
K~re ~ wne ml1< with1he
BEST. Stalls & llliToNs 5v,;rn
Sd-ool. Ff,Pf $11-$141T. Wil Trah
(407) 600-1992.
www.~ C X J m

Tuscany Villas

Are~ a ·~cxi1ege

511.dent?

reoo extra rmme?
S1at}O.l'OM1 crine bJsi1essl
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NEVER SALES

2br/2.5ba Corm Fa- Rert
Vdaia Pnes.10 rm from La=

Office: 407-877-5848
Fax: 321-972-4998

$900,tro.Pool,Gym,Ix,g Rtn,W,O.
Pets Web:rne. 407-200-1923 or
slei15@ilmdCXJm b' rrore inb.

l-lu7lera Resecw Corm for rent
1100SF2 bed2 balh. ~
erxJ uitwith WiO. $1<XXlhra111.
call Dan 407-230-2219.

Villa lmpruenta
ASHll'-GTONPARKSUB, 1 mle
E of La=off N Timer. Uke reN,
watafrcrt 'Y2l2.. Screened p'.lfdl.
$1400\ro. lrd iav.11SEM:a. l"«l
PGts, Avaliile 55. 407.ffi5.9659

One·bedroom/One Bath

Tcmntwse Fa- Rent2 BdQ.5 Ba bolh
mas1ers, a l ~ ird..ded. 1,2
ni. from LCF, W,0.Avrj l"«lw.
$750tno. C.. 407-3106583

FOR RENT:
[~
~ Apartments
t·

cti:l are+ l.g1t twse ml1< b'
~ g1, 7 }() boy, 22rro l:XJy i1
'-NnBf P!rk rrust be avai ti sat
i1 May. Exp+ ref. req. Emal letlao f ~avai
tJ RonaDesg,@dl.lT.CXJITl

Last room avail. for clean, quiet
end resp. senior or graduate

student In lmmacuale~ home
neEI' UCF. $400h1o. + 1/.3 uti
No pels_please. Avail asap.
Call 407-709all8.

1 Room avail i14 barn fu1ished
h:me. Ga!ed <Xll'T'fTl.nlyw/ pod
15 rm from LCF. $450,too. u1i
i1d. FernafE!, oriy. rm-smoker,
ro cats. Biarca 305-798-8516
3-6 Fem l'lJIHil'TXJl<r l,liv,Oean
h:me $42'.lml or $,32) ea for 2 i1
ex. large Mas1er BB, wak-in oos.
Uti. rd. Yr lease407-628-2267

Availal:ie fi/1/10

• Mostly evening hrs 5-9 pm
• Must be at our office by 5pm
•Off Friday and Saturday nights
•About 12-16 hours/wk
\.
. • $8&up

Call Donna
407-671-7143

3858 North Goldenrod R~.
· Winter Park, FL 32792

I

Conducting opinion
research from professional
Winter Park office

..

"A place you can call home"

200

I

$425ITO free ~
q..ietsafe neigi:Jortmd 10 rm
from La= -954 !:a? 1223
~@esttirknet

780 sq It
Blow out special of

S700.00**

$495.
NS, responsiil, dea'l.
grgerla'e9@1-otmai.CXJIT1

(Normally 1850.11 - 1000.011)

Rooms for rent in 6

*Security deposit 8250.00

becioom h:me M oriy. Betrd

UCFA'JE ORLANDO
Coorial Poole Lloolyf,fis
1 & 2 Bedooms Free W,O, pod,

ftressrener;pati)s.

1 room avai i12/1 .5 ~
Femae i:ref. $5f,Qtro. lrd al
l.J!itale. 15 rm tJ UCF. A,rcj
OON. Cusb'rize'.l klase avail.
C..352~
May-m ,U />J..g.··N'NORAU.
Room, piv. b., al ameri1ies at

UCF. $5f,Qtro. lrd ~
Gale, utiities, w ,0, dstrNasha',
CXll11ITlriy pod. rnaoyad
SEM:a, pestartol. 1 rm avai
OON. Rooms avai.2'.l10'11 &:txd
yr bajrri"g />J..g 1st_Cal 407-876fi'IJ7 or 407--406-<ro3

·Villa Velona

~ Ewl Ci'. 407-679a)l1

Two Bedroom/Two &
1/2 Bathrooms

SUMMER JOB
Summer Jobs
400• co-£d Camp • Eight Weeks

Room and Board 1111:luded
Bet Paid to Play!

1280 sq It
Blow out special of

S1000.00**
(Normally S1300.00 · S1495.00J

·*Security deposit S350.00

Tbe Rorlda Ilks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male 8111111181' cimp Counselors
'ages 18 and up. FEYC is an overtQht
camp located off of
tllghWay 450 1n umauna, A..
The camp runs from Jline 14th-August 7th

Please contact Krys Ragland at
BOD-523-1873 ext 251 or

352-455-4287

RateC

$9

$J3

$J.9

• Pricing-includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiplepublication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view dassified ads online24 hoursaday

suldolku

7
4
5 1 2
9
6
1 7
2

Selrg Sornatrg? IM1h OJ 85%
su:x:ess rale, it's as g:xx:t as g:inel To
pla:;e an cd cal 407-447-4555 or q:µ,

RateB
$J3

© Puzzles by Pappocom

4

a· 5
4

3

7 6

5 9
6

4
5 7 1

9
6

3

7

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
co lumn and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no

repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:"
Hard /eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
~~~~9or·s
forte
9 ~gson
1:P.Jcru~c:::
15 H.H . ....:.: author
known as S aki
17Conks
18 Centrru Chinese
tourist city
19 Tall tale tellers
20 San Francisco
players not
paying attention?
23 Haberdashery
accessory
24 URL ending for
52-Across
25 Minnesota
players from old
Bangkok?
32 Hot time in Alsace
35 DH's slats
36 ArtistM.C.
known for
illusionary work
37 Snacks at the bar
39 Robert E. Lee's

org.
41 Classify
42African wtth

~~~a(f;

45
48 iPhone, e.g.
49 Anaheim players
·
hipping over their
own feet?
52 Longhorn State

sch.
53Word inan
oxymoronic
Michael J. Fox
movie title
57 Pittsburgh players
from old Algiers?
62Omega's
oppostte
63 Eye, on the Eiffel
Tower
64Anchovy

containers
65 Trig function
66 Double Dutch
need
67 Slurpee
alternative
68 Adjust a little
69 Overwhelms
70 Crows' cries

DOWN
1 Blue Ribbon
brewer

17

"',.-+--+--+-"'

42

f=--1--1--1--+--+--

..
By Mike Peluso

2 Bacteria in rare

4/19110

•s

V II s• d V 0 S • H .l V S
meat
X 3 , 3 .l. 0 N II 0 • :i o , e
3 Plains dwelling
3 A o a 3 , .l 11 n .l • N d S 3
4 Balance sheet
headin~
S II 3 N N V d . 3 , V 3 s••
5 Hack with a meter
I .l
3 II 0 N V
6 Backwoods "anti" S 3 II V
V 3 a• .l s V 0 :i a 1 0 9
7 Ja~ged rock
8 Frunt hues
3 3 .3 s d
V 1 V
9 MOtley Crue duo?
II 0 A I 0 N V A N 0 83 .
10 Destroy
0 II •.L 'II 9
0 S 3 .
11 Peskybtter
1 V I 0 0 1 av II • d 3 II .l S
12 Throws wide of •
the·base, say
S 3 s 'II A - - 3 0 3 • I VS 3
13 Sailor's
N M o a .l 3 S
N 3. 3 H
"Mayday!"
d V 3 II • .l S 3 Z 3 9 N V ll 0
21 Duo
n 11 3 d • 3 I 0 3 . 3 V A ON
22
fixe:
oiisassion
d 3 .l s • s Ill V
s s Vs•
26 Voice amplifier,
Last issue. solved
briefly
27Gennan
38 NBC show where 54 City-on the Erie
steelworks town
Chase, Belushi,
Canal
28 English johns,
Radner et al. got
55 Take again, as
briefly
vows
their big breaks
29 Chain restaurant
40 Director Lee
56 Mountain curves
with a blue roof
43 Recoup
57 Huff and puff
30Dweeb
44 Machu Picchu
58 Church section
· 31 Mlle.,in
builder
59 Emu cousin of
Barcelona
46 Makes_dirty
South America
32 A sufficient
60 Cry o f pain
amount, in slang 47 Derogatory
61 Shertock
remark
33 Oompah brass
Holmes's smoke
. so _ borealis
34 List shortener:
Abbr.
51 Radio interference 62 Perlonn
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Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classified s
1/1 i1 414 art at Boadwalk
Gaa:lCXllT'l)eX, pod, & uiies

i'l::Wed! Femaes ooypease.
May 1 · Widhg.a $mtraih.
l\loole: 727-421-8313 for rrore i1b

Room avail 212 art, lease May-Juy
Femae i:ref,$585 ITT) u!ib:tje
rd. Pegasus Pone, 1 mi from
CITTpUS, E-mal JDT09@aj.CXJm

Selrg Sometnrg? With our 85%
su:x:ess rale, it's as g:xx:t as g:ine! To
pla:;e .v, cd call 4µ7-447-4555 or q:µ,

www.~CXJmtlassifieds

'$415 312 h:me i1 East
Krgsbri:lge,4niles1ocarpus.
f'bl, q..iet neigtJortmd. Q-e
room avaiale, mall.re mae
Sli..mlt~ cal Rcti1954004-4949

DISCOUNT GOWNS AND
DRESSES
www.AnneMllteBrida
Forma, Coc:kllil, Brides,
Pageant, Bridesmalcls, Weddng

Je\Nelry

QO

· ( W·

•
"'

...
. can in:
407-447-4555

Log o n:

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

11 825 High Tech Ave..
Suite# l00
Orlando, FL 328 17

April 19, 2010 • (tutn{ ,toriba ~
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Ill SCIENCE DRIVE
407.384.7080 • 2913 Eini;tein Woy • Text SCIENCE to 47.46.4

thevill~geatse:iencedrive.corri

407.482.9990 • 3100 Alafoya Club Dr • Text ALAFAYACLU& to 47464

thevillageatalafayaclub.c~m ·
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